Info

Questions over questions
When reading these lines your subconscious

My extensive studies on the cohe-

mind starts working. Old questions are surfa-

rencies of esoteric, different religi-

cing. New ones and new ones come up as well.

ons and cultures have led me

Whereas the “burning” questions most of the

towards astrology. To me Astrology

time remain in the focus of your attention.

is the old science with the most

Quo vadis?

comprehendible plausibility.

To make it clear right away: Astrology alone

Questioning is the beginning of a

cannot answer your questions. Astrology is only
statistics. A comprehensible clarity of all factors,
aspects and influences can only be achieved with

successful life correction. A ship in
the big ocean is exposed to the
wind, waves and currents. All of

the help of an experienced astrologer.

them cause perceptible deviations

Before you believe blindly in astrology, you first

has to check the route constantly.

have to believe in yourself. With a combination

Sometimes we deviate from our life’s

seperated from the world.

of the old science of astrology and new psycho-

course due to “heavy storms” and

logy, I will help you to find this faith in yourself.

lose our orientation …

It is the source and the ocean

teristics of your nature and your personal history.
All you need to provide for an appointment is:
Your birthDATE, your exact birthTIME and
your birthPLACE.
Whether you need to solve personal problems or
make business decisions - together we will find
the right way.

Are you ready? Give me a call.

is not a locked paradise

at the same time.

In this case I would like to be your

Tibetan wisdom

“pilot” who is guiding you through
rough waters and bring you back on
the right - and maybe on a completely new - way.

Please call for a consultation.
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To achieve this, I will resort to the basic charac-

Happiness

from the planned track. The captain

Dietlinde Pereira
Astrologer and psychotherapist

I

nspired by the cosmic lightness the manta
is gliding through our life elixir:
Water.

T

he form of his body resembles the most
stable geometric form, a triangle:
AstroDelta

I

n spite of that the delta itself is flexible
in every direction – without losing its
firm shape.

P

layful lightness and inner stability
inspire us to cope with
everyday life.

I

will help you to find your true self and
accompany you on your way to the inner
harmony and happiness.

C

areful approach will lead to success:

In the weightlessness under water I concentrate on

what is important and become a stable unit with nature:
This stability – completed by my knowledge and my expe-

The lightness of Being.

rience – I would like to pass on to you. Abandon the dead
freight. Feel free … Start living now!
Yours

